Marmot agenda – Jimmy Thomas at iii January 12-13, 2015

1) **INN-Reach – Prospector & MOBIUS.** Most Marmot libraries want out; few want in. Peer2Peer **must** allow Marmot agencies to opt out of MOBIUS or they will consider dropping out of the whole mess. High-profile tickets:
   a. TX-60779134 “Items should not fill holds at check-in!”
   b. TX-60739563 “Bibliotheca sorters fail to mark INN-Rea”

2) **Decision Center.** How to accelerate development of 2 urgent reports. Is there a product owner and active developer?
   a. TX-60763087 “DC report needs limit by home library or …”

3) **Sierra Holds.** Lend/borrow ratios continue to aggravate members. Agency Holds and Priority Paging don’t cut it. This is bad for iii growth in Colorado.

4) **Sierra Jar Files.** Downloads are extremely aggravating (TX-60755484).

5) **Sierra APIs.** More are needed for “Pika” (fka Marmot VuFind).

6) **CIRCA Wireless Inventory –** Shelf list unusable (TX-60722228) for months!

7) **SMS Notices** need to be better. Or should Marmot develop our own?
   a. TX-60759534 “Lib staff need status of SMS subscription”
   b. TX-60726777 “SMS Alerts: One phone number can opt in only once”
   c. TX-60726172 “Patron API does not include information about SMS”

8) **Sierra 2.0 beta test?** Plan to expand limits in saved searches, ITypes, WAM?

9) **Affordable, sustainable growth by Marmot** (like Maine InfoNet?)